ENGLISH
* Vowels: a, e, i, o, u (phonic sound)
* Vocabulary: Three letter words (cursive)

Sentences for Reading

- **at** - bat, cat, hat, rat, fat, mat
  * A fat cat is on the mat
- **an** - can, fan, man, pan, van
  * A bat is on the hat.
- **ed** - bed, red
  * A rat is in the box.
- **en** - hen – men, pen, ten
  * A hen is in the hut.
- **in** - bin, pin, win
  * Ten men in the van.
- **it** - hit – pit, sit, bit
  * The net is wet.
- **ot** - cot – pot, dot, hot
  * A pin is in the bin
- **ox** - box, fox
  * The fox is in the den.
- **un** - sun, gun, run, bun
  * The bun is on the hot pan.
- **up** - cup
  * The cup is wet.
- **ut** - hut, nut, cut

* Name the picture * Underline the word that names the picture
* Join & match * Cross out the odd one * Fill in the missing letters

MATHEMATICS (Oral & Written)
* Numbers: 1–100 * Write in words: 1–10 * Count & match: 1–30
* Count & write: 1–30 * What comes before and after (1–100)
* Fill in the missing numbers (1–100)

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (Oral)
* Vegetables * Months * Wild animals * At the Air-port
* At the Restaurant * At the hospital * At the Super-market

NURSERY RHYMES
* Pussy Cat * Are You Sleeping * Teddy Bear * Ding Dong Bell
* Hickory Dickory Dock * Humpty Dumpty * Cobbler Cobbler
Revision: Mid-Term Examination Rhymes
**ISLAMIAT**

* Surrat Ikhlās:
  - Say Allah is One
  - The Only one we worship
  - He is neither the Father nor the Son
  - And there is none like unto Him.

* The Five Pillars of Islam:
  - First Kalima
  - Prayers
  - Fasting
  - Zakat
  - Hajj

* Question & Answers:

1- What is the name of our Holy Prophet (PBUH)?
   A- The name of our Holy Prophet is Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu-Alaihi-Wasallam.

2- When do we say please?
   A- We say please when we want something from someone.

3- When do we say thank you?
   A- We say thank you when we get something from someone.

4- When do we say sorry?
   A- We say sorry, when we hurt someone or do something wrong.

5- When do we say excuse me?
   A- We say excuse me when we have to disturb someone.
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